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Physiological Wireless Sensor Network
for the Detection of Human Moods
to Enhance Human-Robot Interaction

Francesco Semeraro, Laura Fiorini, Stefano Betti, Gianmaria Mancioppi,
Luca Santarelli and Filippo Cavallo

Abstract Although it is already possible to issue utility services that use robots,
these are still not perceived by society as capable of actually delivering them. One of
the main motivations is the lack of a human-like behaviour in the interaction with the
user. This is displayed both at physical and cognitive level. This work investigates
the optimal sensor configuration in the recognition of three different moods, as it
surely represents a crucial element in the enhancement of the human-robot interac-
tion. Mainly focusing towards a future application in the field of assistive robotics,
electrocardiogram, electrodermal activity and electroencephalographic signal were
used as main informative channels, acquired through a wireless wearable sensor net-
work. An experimental methodology was built to induce three different emotional
states by means of social interaction. Collected data were classified with six super-
vised machine learning approaches, namely decision tree, induction rules and lazy,
probabilistic and function-based classifiers. The results of this work revealed that
the optimal configuration of sensors which maximizes the trade-off between accu-
racy and obtrusiveness is the one surveying cardiac and skin activities. This sensor
configuration reached an accuracy of 87.07% in the best case.
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1 Introduction

In a not remote future scenario, mobile robotic platforms will share environments
with humans in most of their daily time, such as houses, offices and public spaces.
The interactions between robots and humans would be led not only by the simple
presence of humans in the environment, but also and especially by the current activity
done by humans. Hence, it is crucial for a service robot acting in a social unstructured
environment to be sensitive to emotions and properly react to them [1]. Additionally,
robots should be able to engage a human-like interaction with users to efficiently
cooperate with human beings.

It is demonstrated that several aspects influence the interaction between people,
including emotions which can affect the decision-making process [2]. In this sense,
emotions can be used to improve human-robot interaction [3], to efficiently handle
relationships with humans or other autonomous physical agents by means of social
behaviours and rules. Particularly, it is important, for an assistive robot, to monitor
feelings of the user, not only for interactional purposes but also to assess his/her
cognitive development, aspect usually ignored in the elderly care, especially in the
case of Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI) [4]. For this purpose, being aware of the
emotional state of the user through his/her physiological activity could be extremely
useful. Nonetheless, by issuing such sensing modality to this purpose, the robot
will be continuously exposed to indicators of the physiological health of the user,
enhancing this role of elderly monitoring.

2 Related Work

Most affective computing applications primarily use vision sensors [1], since the
detection of facial expressions is the most natural and intuitive way to perceive emo-
tions of people. However, it recently has become evident that the typical use of vision
in social robotics is not feasible in real-life applications because of the occlusion of
the camera, adequate room lighting and privacy issues [5]. It is also known that phys-
iological systems are regulated by the autonomous nervous system, strictly related
to emotions [6]. So, physiology surely constitutes a reliable informative channel to
emotion recognition [1].

Besides privacy issues and problems of good conditions to acquire good-quality
images, the user could sometimes hide the external expression of emotion, invali-
dating the recognition process. Moreover, if, in the context of an assistive robotics
application, the camera is mounted on the robot, this last will engage the user prior
to having clues about his/her emotional state, making this application pointless.

On the other side, physiology could partially solve these limitations. In fact, as
people cannot consciously handle their own physiological activity, unless through
proper training, emotional awareness of the robot could not be deceived. This is
very helpful, mainly considering emotional monitoring in elderly care. Furthermore,
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sensors would continuously stream data to the robot, enabling it to be aware of the
emotional state of users before starting an interaction with him/her. Moreover, there
are fewer problems related to needed conditions to have a good acquisition of this
informative channel [7, 8].

Several works exploited physiological signals such as electrodermal activ-
ity (EDA), the electrocardiogram (ECG), and the electroencephalography (EEG)
(Table 1). For instance, Nardelli et al. [9] and evoked the emotions in the subjects by
means of the International Affective Digitalized Sounds (IADS) dataset and recorded
the ECG signal, achieving a recognition accuracy of 84.26%. Instead,Henriques et al.
[10] used an actor and a robot to provoke emotions in the subjects.

Khezri et al. [11] performed a detailed analysis by examining multiple parame-
ters. Specifically, they recorded EEG, electrooculography (EOG), electromyography
(EMG), blood volume pressure (BVP), galvanic skin response (GSR), and heart rate
variability.

(HRV) from subjects simultaneously, while building an emotion recognition pro-
cess based on a weighted linear fusion model.

As stated from literature [1], but also depicted in Table 1, subjects are elicited
with different mood induction procedures (MIP). In most of these cases, subjects
were asked to sit in front of a computer and watch films or static images or listen

Table 1 Comparison of related works (DT � Decision Tree, SVM � Support Vector Machine,
HMM � Hidden Markov Model, MLP � Multilayer Perception, KNN � k-nearest neighbour, lazy
� lazy learners, Bayesian � Bayesian learners)

References Physiological
source

Machine learning Activity to evoke
moods

Nardelli et al. [9] ECG Quadratic
discriminant
classifier

27 subjects were
stimulated with
sounds from the
IADS dataset

Henriques et al. [10] EDA HMM, iBk 30 participants (two
groups). Group one:
emotion elicited by
an actor’s
performance; Group
two: elicited by
NAO robot

Khezri et al. [11] EEG, ECG, EDA,
electrooculography,
blood volume
pressure,
electromyography

SVM, k-nearest
neighbour

The emotions in 50
subjects were
elicited through
videos

Our work EDA, ECG, EEG DT, SVM, MLP,
KNN, Bayesian,
lazy

20 participants.
Three moods were
elicited during a
social interaction
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to music [9, 11]. Even if these are effective MIPs, they do not address challenges in
social robotics fields. Indeed, in these experiments, the dyadic interaction [12] is not
considered.

3 Aim of the Work

This work aims to develop and test a physiological wearable system able to recognize
three different moods, inside a purposely built MIP by means of social interaction:
relaxed, positive and negative. Particularly, in this work, the authors investigated the
optimal sensor configuration able to distinguish the three different moods with a
good trade-off between the accuracy of the performance and the obtrusiveness of the
system.

The proposed system is composed of three different physiological sensors able to
monitor the EDA, the ECG and the EEG signals. Additionally, an RGD-B camera
will be used to record all the experiment to support the analysis of the collected
data and discuss the results, as common practice in emotional experiments [13]. Five
supervised machine learning classifiers families, namely decision tree, induction
rules, lazy, probabilistic learners and function-based classifiers were used to test and
to compare the different sensor configurations.

4 Material and Method

The first part of this section describes the system and the data acquisition, whereas
the second part is related to the data analysis.

4.1 Instruments

Three commercial wearable sensors were selected tomeasure physiological response
to the emotional stimuli. The reasonable trade-off between accuracy inmeasurements
and unobtrusiveness led to the selection of Zephyr™ BioHarness3™ (Zephyr™,Mary-
land, USA), Shimmer™ GSR Module (Shimmer™, Ireland) and The MindWave™

EEG headset (Neurosky®, California USA) (See Fig. 1).
ZephyrBioHarness is aBluetooth chest belt capable ofmonitoring cardiac activity

by recording the ECG signal and calculating parameters such as Heart Rate and R-
R Intervals [14]. The ECG signal is sampled at 250 Hz. Inter-Beat-Interval data
provided by the device were used for data analysis and features extraction (Fig. 1a).

The Shimmer GSR Module is a small-size, lightweight wearable sensor that
streams one channel data related to EDA at sampling rate of 51.2 Hz [15]. The
Shimmer module is composed of two special finger electrodes and the main unit
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Fig. 1 a BioHarness. b MindWave headset. c Shimmer GSR module

that streams data related to the galvanic skin response using a Bluetooth connection
(Fig. 1b).

The MindWave headset is a Bluetooth device able to capture single frontal lobe
channel EEG raw data at a sample rate of 512 Hz [16]. In addition, the headset
provided the indexes of attention and meditation of the user, related to the frequency
power spectrum of the acquired signal, with a sample rate of 1 Hz (Fig. 1c).

A Kinect™ v1.80 camera (Microsoft®, Washington, USA), 30 Hz transmission of
640 × 480 images, was included in the system to record the experimentation thus to
support the data analysis.

The overall set of sensors was handled through an interface implemented in
MicrosoftVisual Studio™ 2017 (Microsoft®,Washington,USA). Itmanaged the con-
nection of devices, the data acquisition, synchronization and storage. Furthermore,
the experimenter could use this interface to take timed notes of events occurring
during the experimentation.

4.2 Experimental Protocol

The protocol purposely designed to grow a positive or negative mood in the user
through social interaction with the experimenters involved the oral administration
of a questionnaire (Fig. 3). Before starting the 15 min phase dedicated to the MIP

Fig. 2 Process of the experimental methodology
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Fig. 3 Experimental set-up

(elicited phase), the subject, unaware of the real purpose of the test [17], was dressed
in wearable sensors and accommodated on a chair inside a room with no specific
visual and sound input. After that, the user remained for 10 min in the absence of
stimuli, initially to record a baseline (baseline phase) of the physiological parameters
and subsequently to achieve a state of relaxation (relax phase), closing his eyes and
avoiding interactions with objects and people (Fig. 2).

After that, the interaction between the experimenters and the subject came into
play to stimulate a specific mood. It was impossible to sequentially administer the
positive andnegative condition to the same subject, because themoodachievedduring
the first type of social interaction could have influenced the subject’s mood during
the second one. Only one between positive and negative conditions was administered
to each subject, maintaining a balance in terms of percentage between the two cases.

In the positive condition, one of the experimenters, who was a psychologist (the
other one, an engineer, wasmainly charged tomonitor the sensor interface, providing
complementary interaction during each session), was immediately very affable with
the subject, who had to answer orally to 55 questions selecting one of the 4 possible
answers, among which just one was correct. The questions selected for this condition
had been prepared to result funny and strange to make laugh without making the sub-
ject feel ignorant if he did not know the correct answer. Each answer was followed
by implicit signs of appreciation, like nodding. However, there were 5 interventions
experimenters planned at a fixed moment of the protocol to reinforce the adminis-
tered condition. Indeed, these 5 moments were intended to gradually increase the
complacency and gratification of the user.

The negative condition was dual to the positive one. In this case, instructions
were provided unkindly by the second experimenter, which entered during the first
recordings without introducing himself. The 55 questions had a level of difficulty
that causes discomfort and shame in subjects, when not capable of answering them.
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During the task execution, both experimenters performed a mean attitude towards
the subject, through signs of contempt and 5 negative scheduled reinforcements,
delivered with modality which was dual to the positive condition.

At the end of positive or negative induction phase, the Self-Assessment Mannikin
(SAM) questionnaire was proposed to the subject [18]. It is a picture-oriented ques-
tionnaire, containing nine images for each of the three affective dimensions (pleasure,
arousal and dominance). Filling the SAM, the participant described how and what
they felt during the test in a quantitative manner.

Given the importance of the subject’s unawareness on the real purpose of the
test induction, the real aim of the experiment was revealed to the subject at the
end of the protocol, after having assessed the persistence of unawareness through
a post-experimental interview. Then, the experimenters asked the subject if they
identified a moment coinciding or close to one of the 5 reinforcements after which
the felt emotion mostly suited the selected SAM’s scores. This information was
used in the subsequent analysis (see Sect. 4.4.2). Finally, the subject filled the Beck
Depression Inventory and the Maudsley Obsessive Compulsive Questionnaire to
assess the presence of depression and obsessive-compulsive behaviour in subjects.
In fact, these are two mental diseases that alter significantly the self-perception of
emotions and their presence would represent an exclusion criterion. In the negative
condition, the experimenters apologized for the pretended rude attitude.

4.3 Participants

Twenty-one voluntary healthy young subjects (9 male, 12 female) with a mean age
of 24.0 years (standard deviation: 3.7, range: 20–35) participated on purpose in
this study. Among tested subjects, two were occasional smokers, and the remaining
were no smokers. Participants completed the experimental session at the Scuola
Superiore Sant’Anna (Pisa, Italy). Written informed consent was obtained from all
the participants prior entry into the study.

Unfortunately, one subject was discarded during the post-processing analysis. The
HRV signal was not usable probably because the BioHarness was not worn properly
in this case. All the subjects were not depressed nor affected by obsessive-compulsive
behaviour.

4.4 Data Analysis

The physiological signals obtained during the experimental protocol from the three
sensors for each subject were segmented to subsequently obtain three different
datasets, one for each of the three phases (baseline, relax, elicited). The dataset
was analysed using Matlab 2016 (MathWorks, Massachusetts USA).
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The features extraction strategy discussed below was applied to signals samples
belonging to 180 s-long windows. In fact, emotion recognition is not a real-time
application in common sense, as user’s emotional state, by its nature, is not expected
to change with a high-frequency. Moreover, the selected window allows analysing
sufficiently long physiological signal ranges to be able to extract also the main fre-
quency characteristics. Indeed, the selected time is one of the most used ranges in
physiological data analysis for emotion recognition [6, 19]. A 50 s-long overlapping
of adjacent windows was implemented to correctly handle the transitions.

4.4.1 Physiological Signals Analysis

The BioHarness device provided HRV data that specify the temporal distance
between one heartbeat and the following one. Ectopic rhythm, which is an irregular
heart rhythm due to a premature heartbeat, was identified and corrected. A R-to-R
sample was considered an ectopic interval if its difference from the previous sample
was¸ in absolute value, greater than 20%[20].By correcting ectopic rhythm, replacing
with the average of the two antecedent and two following ones, a Normal-to-Normal
(NN) interval sequence, appropriate for HRV analysis, was obtained [21]. From NN
signal, 6 time-domain features were extracted for each time window (Table 2).

Then, after a signal smooth detrending, the NN interval sequence was resampled
at 4 Hz, as suggested byMali et al. [22], to properly estimate Power Spectral Density
(PSD), through a parametric autoregressive (AR) model of the order 16 with coeffi-
cients determined through the Burg method. A total of 10 frequency-domain features
were extracted, high frequency (HF), low frequency (LF) and very low frequency
(VLF) bandwidths (Table 2).

The Shimmer sensor provided output galvanic resistance that was converted into
galvanic skin conductance (SC). The SC is characterised by startles, of 1–5 s of dura-
tion [23] and by a tonic component, related to other uncorrelated sweating activities
taking place over a period longer than the one characterising the local peak events.
The SC signal frequency content is entirely located within 0–1 Hz [7]. Therefore,
the Shimmer sampling frequency was set to 51.2 Hz. The signal was filtered through
a 4th-order Butterworth low-pass filter, with a cut-off frequency of 2 Hz. Then, the
tonic component was extracted through average process by means of a 5 s-long mov-
ing window. By subtracting tonic level from the filtered conductance signal, phasic
response was obtained. Finally, an ad hoc algorithm for detection of informative
startles was implemented. 16 features were extracted from GSR signal (Table 2).

TheMindWave EEG headset mobile device provided a one channel raw EEG sig-
nal and information about the PSD in different frequency ranges. Regarding param-
eters named “Attention” and “Meditation”, they are calculated by the device itself
starting from the PSD values. They both range from 0 to 100 (see Table 2).
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Table 2 Features from HRV, GSR and EEG signals in time (t) and frequency (f) domain

Feature name Signal Description

RR mean HRV(t) Mean of R-to-R inter-beat intervals belonging to the same
time window

SDNN HRV(t) Standard deviation of normal RR intervals (also said as NN
intervals)

HR mean HRV(t) Mean of heart rate

SD mean HRV(t) Heart rate standard deviation

RMSSD HRV(t) Square root of mean of squared differences between
adjacent NN intervals

pNN50 HRV(t) Percentage of differences between adjacent NN intervals >of
50 ms

VLF peak HRV(f) Frequency peak of heart activity VLF (0–0.04 Hz)

VLF power HRV(f) PSD area in VLF

%VLF HRV(f) Percentage ratio between PSD area in VLF and total one

LF peak HRV(f) Frequency peak of LF (0.04–0.15 Hz)

LF power HRV(f) PSD area in LF

%LF HRV(f) Percentage ratio between PSD area in LF and total one

HF peak HRV(f) Frequency peak of HF (0.15–0.40 Hz)

HF power HRV(f) PSD area in HF

%HF HRV(f) Percentage ratio between PSD area in HF and total one

LF/HF HRV(f) Ratio between LF and HF powers

# Startle GSR(t) Number of detected startles

Amplitude
mean

GSR(t) Mean value of startles peak amplitude (µS)

Amplitude std GSR(t) Standard deviation of startles peak amplitude (µS)

Sum rise time GSR(t) Sum of all detected startles rise time duration within the
phasic signal portion analysed (s)

Sum fall time GSR(t) Sum of all detected startles fall time duration within the
phasic signal portion analysed (s)

Rise rate mean GSR(t) Mean value of a startle rise time (s)

Rise rate std GSR(t) Standard deviation of startle rise time (s)

Decay rate
mean

GSR(t) Mean of a startle fall time (s)

Decay rate std GSR(t) Standard deviation of a startle fall time (s)

Phasic value
mean

GSR(t) Mean value of the phasic signal (µS)

Phasic value
std

GSR(t) Standard deviation of the phasic signal (µS)

Startle time
mean

GSR(t) Mean value of a startle duration (s)

(continued)
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Table 2 (continued)

Feature name Signal Description

Startle time std GSR(t) Standard deviation of a startle duration (s)

Startle RMS
mean

GSR(t) Mean value of the root mean square of the curve identifying
a startle (µS)

Startle RMS
std

GSR(t) Standard deviation of the root mean square of the curve
identifying a startle (µS)

Startle RMS
overall

GSR(t) Value of the root mean square of the whole phasic signal
portion analysed (µS)

Alpha1 EEG(f) EEG signal power in frequency range 8–9 Hz

Alpha2 EEG(f) EEG signal power in frequency range 10–12 Hz

Beta1 EEG(f) EEG signal power in frequency range 13–17 Hz

Beta2 EEG(f) EEG signal power in frequency range 18–30 Hz

Delta EEG(f) EEG signal power in frequency range 1–3 Hz

Gamma1 EEG(f) EEG signal power in frequency range 31–40 Hz

Gamma2 EEG(f) EEG signal power in frequency range 41–50 Hz

Theta EEG(f) EEG signal power in frequency range 4–7 Hz

Attention EEG(f) NeuroSky index for user’s level of mental “focus” or
“concentration”

Meditation EEG(f) NeuroSky index for user’s level of mental “calmness” and
“relaxation”

4.4.2 Feature Selection

Collected features were then normalized. The main motivation behind this procedure
was the reduction of inter-subject variability of physiological activity [21, 23]. It was
performed in each subject, calculating parameters by using its specific data coming
from baseline acquisition. For these reasons, the features related to relaxed and
elicited phaseswere scaled as a relative percentage variation from their correspondent
mean baseline value.

Labels (“Relax”, “Positive” and “Negative”) were attributed to each feature win-
dows to perform the feature selection process. Moreover, it was important to under-
stand which instances could be used as a carrier of reliable information about elicited
(positive and negative) states of the subject. The minimal condition for this to be true
was that the subject effectively felt the emotional state, better said the mood [24].
Therefore, for the elicited phase, only features vectors coming from time windows
during which subjects declared to have felt the emotional state reported in the SAM
were withheld and used for further analysis. Indeed, at the end of the protocol, the
experimenter asked the subject about themomentwhen he/she began to feel a positive
or negative mood during the protocol, using the 5 fixed reinforcements as references
(see Sect. 4.2).
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The normal distribution of the computed features was disproved, using the
Shapiro-Wilk test of normality. Consequently, the non-parametric Spearman (RHO)
correlation coefficient between each feature was calculated. Those couples of fea-
tures with correlation coefficient below 0.85 (absolute values) and p < 0.05 were
carefully assessed to decide which ones to exclude for each case [25, 26].

As this work aimed at considering trade-offs between performance and feasibility
of a solution in a daily-life application, the correlation analysis was performed,
considering each possible combination of sensors used, in couples or singularly.
This analysis generated 7 different sets of features to train the upcoming supervised
learning processes. They namely were called: BMS (in which Bioharness, Shimmer
and Mindwave were considered all together), BM, BS, MS, B, M and S.

4.4.3 Supervised Classification

From this point on, the 7 datasets were analysed in WEKA™ 3.8.2 (University of
Waikato, Hamilton, NewZealand) environment. Five different families of algorithms
were explored in their performance with each case considered: Decision Tree (C4.5
with default parameters) [27], Rules Induction (RIPPER with 10 folds) [28], Lazy
Learners (iBk, with k � 4) [29], Probabilistic Learners (Bayesian classifier with
default parameters [30]), and function-based classifiers, represented by a SVM (with
training data standardization and polynomial kernel) [31] and Multilayer Perceptron
(MLP) (7 neurons in the only hidden layer, learning rate of 0.9 and momentum of
0.1) [32].

Each classification process was tested through a Leave-One-Out cross-validation.
and its overall accuracy, F measure and ROC area were calculated.

5 Results

The average, standard deviation, max value and min value of pleasure, arousal and
dominance scores (integer values ranged from −4 to 4) were calculated for the three
emotional components, separately for each condition:

• Positives’ pleasure: 2.900, 0.876, 4, 2;
• Positives’ arousal: 2.100, 0.994, 4, 1;
• Positives’ dominance: 0, 1.764, 2, −2;
• Negatives’ pleasure: −1.200, 1.549, 2, −4;
• Negatives’ arousal: 1.000, 1.564, 2, −3;
• Negatives’ dominance: −0.900, 1.792, 2, −3

Starting from a set of 42 features the results of the correlation analysis led to a
subset of 29 features, 12 fromHRV (SDNN, HRmean, SDHR, RMSSD, pNN50, LF
peak, HF peak, VLF power, LF power, %VLF, %LF, %HF), 9 from GSR (# startle,
Amplitude std, Rise rate mean, Rise rate std, Decay rate mean, Decay rate std, Phasic
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value mean, Startle time std, Startle RMS std) and 8 from EEG (Alpha1, Alpha2,
Beta2, Gamma1, Gamma2, Delta, Attention and Meditation). Since the analysis has
showed significant correlation exclusively between parameters deriving from the
same signal, to the performed analysis with different sensors combination it was
enough to combine in a subset the uncorrelated features extracted from the selected
sensors.

The results of the classification algorithms are summarized in Fig. 4. Concern-
ing the classification performances, the function-based algorithms obtained the best
results. Indeed, SVM provided the highest metric scores, while the MLP maintained
the highest average performances. This suggests that the related family of learning
algorithms could be suitable for multi-class problems in the recognition of human
moods. On the other side, the Bayesian classifier is the algorithm with the worst
performance in recognizing these three moods independently from the combination
explored. The other algorithms showed oscillating results, even considering different
evaluation metrics of the same case.

The complete configuration of sensors (BMS) obtained the best results in every
evaluationmetrics. Particularly, as concerns the accuracy, it reached the highest value
(89.67%) with SVM. It is worth to underline that, for BMS case, SVM outperformed
all other classifiers in each evaluation metric.

As concern the results of the combination of couples of sensors (BM, BS, MS),
the BS and BM configurations reached better performance with respect to the MS
configuration. Particularly, BM and BS performances were comparable one to each
other, while theMS case performed slightly worse, except for the ROC area, in which
all three cases scored approximately in the same range (Fig. 4). Mainly, regarding
the BS configuration, the accuracy reached the highest value for the SVM (87.07%).
The performances of SVM and MLP were very similarly in BMS and BS cases,
89.67% and 87.07% respectively. Table 3 reports the accuracy of the classifiers in
recognizing the three moods with the BS configuration. The negative mood was
the worst classified, whereas the relax and the positive mood were well classified.
Particularly, the recognition of the positive mood reached the best accuracy with the
SVM, whereas the recognition of the relaxed status reached his highest performance
with the Rules classifier.

Fig. 4 Accuracy values for each classifies and combination of sensors. In the figures ◯ � Bayes,
x � Tree, � � Lazy, ♦ � Rules, + � MLP and � � SVM
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Table 3 Accuracy (%) of BS
configuration in recognizing
the three moods

Accuracy Relax Positive Negative

Bayes 77.50 65.20 60.00

Tree 80.00 71.70 60.00

Lazy 85.00 76.10 73.30

Rules 87.50 80.40 53.30

MLP 82.50 89.10 80.00

SVM 80.00 91.30 90.00

Regarding cases with the use of only one sensor (B, S,M), the B case was themost
performing one considering all the evaluation metrics, which were always greater
than the best ones of M and S cases, for each metric considered. The DT algorithm
applied to B features showed the higher accuracy level of single sensor configurations
(76.72%).

6 Discussion and Conclusion

The aim of this work was to assess the optimal sensors’ configuration to recognize
three different moods evoked during a social interaction.

The results obtained from SAM regarding the pleasure average rate (2.90 for
positive and −1.20 for negative condition) show that our proposed protocol can
evoke in the subject the desired moods. The performances obtained by the classifiers
in the case of using only the features extracted from the HRV show that cardiac
activity might represent a good standalone informative channel in recognizing mood
in real-life applications (76.72% accuracy with DT). However, the present work
highlighted that the exploitation of cardiac and skin activities (BS configuration)
should be pursued for the final application of recognizing moods of the user inside
social environments.According to the results,BS is the configurationwhich should be
selected as the best one to optimize the trade-off between accuracy and obtrusiveness
of sensors. Indeed, the accuracy of 87.07% obtained with the SVM applied on HRV
and GSR features are significantly higher than the best single sensor case discussed
above but does not present significant disadvantages respect to use of the whole
system (89.67%).

This leads to think that in the final application the use of only one device able to
acquire both HRV and GSR signals would be feasible and performing at the same
time. In fact, it is important to state that the ECGwaves would not be needed to obtain
HRV signal. For instance, photoplethysmography (PPG) would come in handy for
measuring the HRV [33, 34]. PPG is a measurement methodology that is applied at
the level of fingers. Therefore, as GSR is measured on the fingers, thinking about a
device that acquires both the sensing modalities from the same site is a plausible and
affordable hypothesis [35].
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The obtained results in terms of accuracy are in line with the state of the art
(see Sect. 2). But in this case, the result is quite remarkable for the conditions in
which it was obtained. In fact, such outcome was achieved monitoring a social
interaction, without the usual ideal conditions of emotional experiments. According
to the experimental protocol, people could freely move, with no requirement to stay
still during the experimental phases, thus introducing noise sources. The positive
outcome of this work opens the path to further developments in the way of using
physiological activity to monitor affection of people in social environments, which
can constitute useful information for a social robotics application, as well.

This work can undergo further developments in each of its aspects. First, other
sensing modalities could be integrated to the explored other informative channels
and compared with the vision sensor. Secondly, the so-built MIP through social
interactions could become increasingly more complex and develop itself in different
versions capable of eliciting a higher number of emotional states and covering a
wider variety of social contexts in which emotions take place. Third, unsupervised
learning methods could be assessed, to overcome the constraints of having instances
that must be labelled in advance, main concept behind supervised classifiers. At
this point, the behavioural architecture of an intelligent machine, or robot, able to
efficiently use the achieved result, should be implemented. The intelligent machine
should be finally validated in an experimental framework that will incorporate its
presence inside it.
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